Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host ACO-Gabel says:
::In the command chair on the bridge::

AXO-Teasley says:
::On the bridge going over the message::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::manning the tactical position::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::at console, ready for battle::

Civ_Rya says:
::At the science battle station.::

Host ACO-Gabel says:
AXO: I want that message repaired ASAP

Host CSO_T`karn says:
::steps on to the bridge from TL and looks around::

Host ACO-Gabel says:
FCO: open a hailing frequency

AXO-Teasley says:
ACO: Yes sir, already on it

AXO-Teasley says:
::trying to work out the gargabe in the nessage::

FCO_Jadahn says:
ACO: Aye sir

CMO-Engstrom says:
::walks into Sickbay and sets bags down just inside, watching the medical staff scurry before they notice him standing there:: Self: Well, we can work with this.

TO_LaRann says:
::reporting for my watch::

Host ACO-Gabel says:
TO: what is there capabilities?

Civ_Rya says:
ACO: Sensors show the vessel is 12000KM ahead of us.::

EO-Vi`chu says:
::in engineering::

TO_LaRann says:
ACO: capabilities sir?

CMO-Engstrom says:
::dumps his bags inside the CMO's Office, noteing the decor inside, then proceeds back out of sickbay and heads towards the turbolift::

Host CSO_T`karn says:
:: raises an eyebrow and wates to be aknowledged::

Host ACO-Gabel says:
TO: what is there Tactical status?

TO_LaRann says:
ACO: checking sir

TO_LaRann says:
::scans the alein ship::

AXO-Teasley says:
::comntines to mess with the message::

Host ACO-Gabel says:
::Sees the CSO, and turns::CSO: welcome aboard ... take the Science station ... we are in a bit of a dilemna ... the CIV will update you

Host CSO_T`karn says:
::thinking that  they are obivous ignoring  goes tot he SCi station::

FCO_Jadahn says:
ACO:  Frequency open

CMO-Engstrom says:
:: steps into the turbolift and orders it to take him to the bridge, fingering the strap of his medical kit::

Host CSO_T`karn says:
CIV: what is the status?

AXO-Teasley says:
::message is coming along::

Host ACO-Gabel says:
COMM: Alien Vessel: This is the USS Titan, please Identify yourself

Civ_Rya says:
CSO: Sir, there is an alien vessel 12000KM ahead of us. They destroyed one of our probes and their engines apear to be damaged.::

TO_LaRann says:
ACO, they seem to be pretty much up to our standards, sir

Cns_Fletcher says:
:: turns to see the new CMO::

CMO-Engstrom says:
::walks out onto the Bridge and immediately steps to his right to avoid being mowed down by an Ensign en route to the turbolift::

AXO-Teasley says:
::alomst done::

Host ACO-Gabel says:
FCO: resend the message

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::monitering their power levels in tactical systems::

Host CSO_T`karn says:
Civ:  Indeed...

CMO-Engstrom says:
::walks down the ramp towards the Command Section of the bridge, and stands near the Counselor at parade rest::

FCO_Jadahn says:
ACO: Aye sir, sending

Civ_Rya says:
::studying sensors:: CSO: Yes sir.

Host ACO-Gabel says:
CTO: be on guard ...

Host Alien says:
COMM:Titan: This is Galactic Effectuator S'Kar.  Lower your shields and prepare to be boarded.  You are harboring a criminal.

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
ACO: Yes sir.

AXO-Teasley says:
::REB, a what::

Cns_Fletcher says:
:: walks over to the CMO::CMO: welcome abroad the ACO&AXO are alittle busy i think we should make our way to sickbay

TO_LaRann says:
CTO: their enginges may be ofline

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::REB...what are they talking about?::

AXO-Teasley says:
::looks at the ACO::

Civ_Rya says:
::startled::

CMO-Engstrom says:
::nods to the CNS:: CNS: Agreed Counselor, since im obviously here I can be said to have reported in, after you?

Host ACO-Gabel says:
COMM: Galactic Effecuator S'Kar: Can you please explain?

AXO-Teasley says:
ACO: I have just finshed cleaning up the message. It's the same thing as he said

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
AXO<w>: In case we get in a fire fight, we can outrun them.  Their engines are offline.

Host ACO-Gabel says:
AXO <w>: understood ...

AXO-Teasley says:
CTO: <W> noted.

Host CSO_T`karn says:
::trying at least be some what cival:CIV:    and may i know you r name so that i may call you  correctly?

Cns_Fletcher says:
:: walks by him as jestured after sending his infomation to sickbay::

Host Alien says:
COMM: Titan: I will not repeat myself again.  I am enforcing the law of this region and I am here to apprehend a criminal on your ship.

TO_LaRann says:
CTO: i'll keep an eye on there engines, sir

EO-Vi`chu says:
::working away in engineering::

Civ_Rya says:
CSO: Ens. Alara Rya, and may I know your name?

CMO-Engstrom says:
::follows the CNS back off of the bridge, tossing a glance at the main viewscreen:: Self: Interesting first day on the job.

Host ACO-Gabel says:
COMM: Galactic Effecuator S'Kar: We could better assist you if you would explain

TO_LaRann says:
::continueing to scann the alien::

Host CSO_T`karn says:
CIV:  Lt  T'Karn

Cns_Fletcher says:
:: enters TL with CMO:: TL: Sickbay

AXO-Teasley says:
::puzzled about these aliens. WOnder who are they after::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::wonders about a criminal::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The alien vessel fires torpedoes at Titan.  Shields drop to 78%.

Civ_Rya says:
::nods:: CSO: I'm pleased to meet you Lt. ::goes back to studying the sensors, as politely as possible::

CMO-Engstrom says:
CNS: How long has this ship been without senior Medical Staff?

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
ACO: Sir!  We are under fire!

TO_LaRann says:
CTO: shield have dropped 78% sir

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
ACO: Shields down to 78%.

AXO-Teasley says:
::oh great::

Host ACO-Gabel says:
CTO: Fire a torpedo ...

Host ACO-Gabel says:
FCO: evasive manuevers

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::returns fire with a torpedo::

CMO-Engstrom says:
::grabs a handhold on the side of the lift to steady himself:: Self: Definately an interesting first day.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::prepares for evasive maneuvers::

AXO-Teasley says:
::reroutes power to shields::

Host S says:
COMM:Titan: That was a warning shot.  Lower your shields so that this doesn't get out of hand.

FCO_Jadahn says:
ACO: Aye sir

Cns_Fletcher says:
CMO: well not long since i'm part of the of the senior medical staff ::leans against tl::

FCO_Jadahn says:
Self: A warning shot?!

AXO-Teasley says:
::some warning shot::

Civ_Rya says:
CSO: Any orders Lt.?

TO_LaRann says:
::warning shot?::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Titan's torpedo hits.  The alien ship's shields hold.

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
ACO: Their shields are holding.

FCO_Jadahn says:
Self: Oh man

CMO-Engstrom says:
::grins to self, being reminded of annother CNS reminding him of that:: CNS: Of course, but I was talking about Physiological care not mental medicine.

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
ACO: We did notch them down by 20%.

TO_LaRann says:
CTO: alein shield down 20% sir

Host ACO-Gabel says:
COMM: Galactic Effecuator S'Kar: I will not be pushed into lowering our shields ...

CMO-Engstrom says:
::steps out the doors as the turbolift comes to a halt::

AXO-Teasley says:
ACO: <w>: I have reroted more power to the shields

Cns_Fletcher says:
CMO: about  two days ::walks out along with him::

Host ACO-Gabel says:
AXO: understood
CTO: damage report on the alien vessel

TO_LaRann says:
CTO; sheilds up to 82%, sir

Host SKar says:
COMM:Titan: Then we shall have to do this the hard way.

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
*EO*/TO: I need to get those shields back up to full power. ACO: Our shields are up to 82%.  Their shields are now holding at 80% and their engines are down.

AXO-Teasley says:
ACO: I shall advise you that we might be boarded

Civ_Rya says:
::glances at CSO.::

CMO-Engstrom says:
CNS: Ahh good, then there shouldn't be any signifigant deficiencies or problems that need to be dealt with right away...  Has the crew had their semi anual evaluations yet? ::walks along with CNS, and arrives at sickbay, just outside the door::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The alien ship opens fire with torpedoes and phasers.  Titan is hit hard and the shields falter for just a second.

Host ACO-Gabel says:
CTO: return fire

TO_LaRann says:
::that was close::

CMO-Engstrom says:
::grabs onto bulkhead as the ship rocks:: Self: If they dont do something about that, im going to have customers down here.

Host CSO_T`karn says:
CIv:  are the scicne stations always so....  ignored?

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::locks on and fires phasers and a full spread of torpedos::

EO-Vi`chu says:
*CTO*: ok, working on it

Civ_Rya says:
CSO: May I ask what you mean?

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: A being materializes on Titan's bridge with a weapon already raised and pointed at the ACO.

EO-Vi`chu says:
::tries a few methods to get shields back up::

TO_LaRann says:
::working on restoring the sheilds::

CMO-Engstrom says:
::steps into Sickbay and examines the staff working, only a few patients in sickbay as most of the officers are remaining on duty unless they have serious injuries::

Cns_Fletcher says:
:: grabs on to the bulkhead , walks into sickbay::

AXO-Teasley says:
::spins around, facing the alien::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::pulls phaser and walks forward ahead of the ACO::

TO_LaRann says:
*EO* what can i do to help?

FCO_Jadahn says:
::turns to see an armed alien::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Titan's return fire knocks out the alien ship's shields, but does little else.

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
Alien: Lower your weapon.

TO_LaRann says:
CTO: alein sheilds are gone sir

AXO-Teasley says:
::starting to feeling jumpy::

Host CSO_T`karn says:
:: watches the  Alien::

Cns_Fletcher says:
CMO: I think we should send med teams out

Host ACO-Gabel says:
CTO: now would be a good time force

Host Skar says:
All: Stand down or I will open fire.  Now that I'm here, I only want to review your records.  You may all be in danger.

EO-Vi`chu says:
*TO*: anything you can think of

Civ_Rya says:
::watches the alien::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::stares at the ACO, worried::

AXO-Teasley says:
::looks at the ACO::

CMO-Engstrom says:
::walks over to the main disply board and keys up the emergency response plans for the Titan::  CNS: It looks like everything seems to be well in hand...

Host ACO-Gabel says:
Skar: What is the meaning of this?

TO_LaRann says:
*EO*: try rerouting aux power

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::steps in front of the ACO:: Alien: Lower your weapon and then I will.

Host ACO-Gabel says:
::thinking ... someone beam this alien to the brig::

EO-Vi`chu says:
*TO*: good idea

EO-Vi`chu says:
::tries it::

CMO-Engstrom says:
::points to the key control points:: CNS: According to this, teams should have already been dispatched automatically to the key medical support points in Engineering and throughout the saucer.

AXO-Teasley says:
::steps back to his station, takes a hand starts pecking the contorls::

Cns_Fletcher says:
CMO: ok

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
Alien: Lower your weapon.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::eyes his own phaser, but hesitates to do anything rash::

Host ACO-Gabel says:
::repeating him self:: Alien: What is the meaning of this?

AXO-Teasley says:
::glanes at the panel, transporters locked on, brig ready::

Host CSO_T`karn says:
::types in  a code  and  sends amessage to the CTO to beam the  Alien to the brig removeing the weapon when he does::

Host ACO-Gabel says:
Alien: you attack my vessel, beam on to my bridge ... and for what purpose

CMO-Engstrom says:
::begins moving around sickbay, introduceing himself to the staff:: CNS: When was the last battery of psycological examinations for the crew? Anyone with drug dependancies I need to be worried about or other medical problems?

Civ_Rya says:
::calls the CSO's attention to scans showing that the alien is reptilian, skinny and scaley, size of a Gorn and appears to have a personal shield.::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
~~~~All telapaths: Someone must transport the alien off the bridge to the brig...and at the same time remove his weapon~~~~

Host CSO_T`karn says:
::REB::  ::sends message  to  TO to drop force feild aroudn the   Alein::

Host Skar says:
ACO: I have explained all of that to you.  I have been pursuing a criminal through this area of space for some time and I have reason to believe he is immitating one of your crew at this moment.  ::seems exasperated, but doesn't waver his weapon::

CMO-Engstrom says:
::walks quickly back across over to the Chief Med office and swings the computer console around, keying up the ships records to see if there are any records flaged for drug alergies::

Civ_Rya says:
~~~~CTO: acknowledged.~~~~

TO_LaRann says:
::activates a localized field around the alein::

AXO-Teasley says:
::glares at his control panel, the alien can't be beamed away. Turns back to the alien::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::motions to the TO to have small security teams to slowly enter the bridge::

EO-Vi`chu says:
*TO******: shields are now back to 100%, it worked

Civ_Rya says:
::tries to get a transporter lock on Skar, but has no luck.::

Cns_Fletcher says:
CMO: I am still doing the Psy.Evals. and I still have more peolpe to check so I don't know :: follows CMO to office::

FCO_Jadahn says:
~~~~Civ: Can you pull it off?~~~~

TO_LaRann says:
*security*whspering, to the bridge quietly

Host CSO_T`karn says:
::trys to find out the strength of the alein's personal sheild::

Civ_Rya says:
~~~~All telepaths: No luck.~~~~

AXO-Teasley says:
::bets the shield will reply something::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::shakes head::

Host Skar says:
::eyes look around::All: If any of you try to restrain me in any manner, I will kill this officer in front of me.  My personal armor will protect me long enough for that.  Afterwards you will be at the mercy of the criminal on your ship.

CMO-Engstrom says:
::nods and moves back out of the office, into sickbay at large, intercepting a crewman being carried in, leg dangleing::

TO_LaRann says:
*EO* thanx

AXO-Teasley says:
::doesn't like that look to much.::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::heart starts to race:: Alien: Lower your weapon.

FCO_Jadahn says:
~~~CTO: Does he have some sort of device generating the shield?~~~

Host ACO-Gabel says:
Skar: if you would lower your weapon, perhaps we could aid you in searching for your crimial, that you say is on our ship

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::looks over the alien::

EO-Vi`chu says:
::keeps an eye on all systems::

TO_LaRann says:
::wonders what she can do::

TO_LaRann says:
::begins to move slowly around the bride to get behind him::

AXO-Teasley says:
::hopes he can talked into being freinds with us::

Host ACO-Gabel says:
::waives his hand ... informing the TO to wait a moment::

TO_LaRann says:
::stops moving::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
Alien: Lower your weapon so we can assist you in your search.

Host Skar says:
ACO: I realize that we have no reason to trust each other, but I am not trained to lower my weapon first.

Host ACO-Gabel says:
CTO: lower your weapon, that is an order ..

AXO-Teasley says:
::waves eveyone else off::

Cns_Fletcher says:
:: walks over to a officer that just came in , gives a hypospray to get rid of the pain ,then works on the wound::

AXO-Teasley says:
::relaxes a bit::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::heart is racing as he slowly sets his phaser on the ground keeping constant eye contact::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
~~~~All telapaths:: I can see a belt.  I think the shield generator is somewhere there.~~~~

TO_LaRann says:
::tries to see anythign that might be a control on the aliens belt::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The security team on the bridge fans out a bit more, but lowers it weapons too.

FCO_Jadahn says:
~~~CTO: Right~~~  ::tries to figure a way to get at the belt::

AXO-Teasley says:
::looks at the CTO, knows in his eyes he is planning something::

Civ_Rya says:
::keeps one eye on sensors while looking at alien's belt and tries to scan the belt unobtrusively.::

Host ACO-Gabel says:
Skar: we are extending our hand will you take it?

AXO-Teasley says:
::hopes the aline says yes::

CMO-Engstrom says:
::finishes examineing the crewman with the broken leg:: Smyth: Dont worry crewman, its not that serious, tell your friends to go on about their duties and we will have you fixed up momentarily.

CMO-Engstrom says:
::motions to a nurse which comes over and helps the crewman onto a biobed::

Host Skar says:
ACO: ::lowers his rifle but does not shut down his shield::  I must review your personnel records to determine which member of your crew he is immitating.

AXO-Teasley says:
::still doesn't like that idea::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::has hand by phaser just in case, but takes hand away for fear of seeming aggressive::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::steps back::

TO_LaRann says:
::moves slowly back to station::

AXO-Teasley says:
::waits to see what the ACO does::

Cns_Fletcher says:
:: walks over to another after finishing up with crewmate::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::wonders if he really is searching for a criminal, or maybe something else...::

Civ_Rya says:
::wonders what this criminal has done.::

CMO-Engstrom says:
:: hooks his tricorder into the biobed and glances at the readings on the board:: Nurse/Self: Minor concussive fracture, doesnt appear to be too much splintering into the muscle tissue.  Issue 20cc's of nanopromaline to numb the area and we can set it quickly.

Host ACO-Gabel says:
Skar: I am afraid that you personnel can not ... but perhaps the AXO could perform the task that you wish ...

AXO-Teasley says:
::steps to the side of the ACO::

Host ACO-Gabel says:
Skar: just inform the AXO of your search parameters and he will go through our manifest

CMO-Engstrom says:
::runs a muscle relaxant along the leg after the nurse has medicated the crewman, then gently manipulates the leg back into the proper position:: Crewman: Easy now...

TO_LaRann says:
::things, how ugly the alein si::

Cns_Fletcher says:
:: does a quick scan , shows just a bone fracture in the arm::

AXO-Teasley says:
::looks at the alien, kindly::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::looks at bridge crew, questioningly::

Civ_Rya says:
<w> CSO: Any orders Lt.?

CMO-Engstrom says:
::runs a bone suture over the exposed area, useing the computers targeting scanners to guide the radiation along the proper bone allignment::

Host Skar says:
ACO: ::looks dissatified::  That will have to do.

AXO-Teasley says:
S'kar: Follow me please.

Host CSO_T`karn says:
CIV:  none except get any and all information on this alen and his ship

Cns_Fletcher says:
:: slowly pulls at the arm to reline it ::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::feels relieved::

Host ACO-Gabel says:
::Signals the TO to follow::

Host Skar says:
::follows the AXO::

TO_LaRann says:
::follows the AXO::

Host ACO-Gabel says:
::walks toward science::

CMO-Engstrom says:
::makes final pass with suture along bone fragments, watching them knit instantly:: Crewman: There you are son, now just be a little gentle on it for a few days and it should be fine..  you can return back to work in an hour or so once the nurse has finished doublechecking you over.

AXO-Teasley says:
::takes a seat in a back station and pulls up the crew files.:: S'kar: What would you be looking for?

Civ_Rya says:
::nods, that's what she was doing already. ::

Host CSO_T`karn says:
::snapps to attention for the  ACO:

Host ACO-Gabel says:
CSO:<w>  relax ... scan the shield ... attempt to discover the shield frequency if possible

Civ_Rya says:
::notices ACO and stands up straighter.::

AXO-Teasley says:
::waits patitaley::

CMO-Engstrom says:
::glances around sickbay and picks up a padd checking the status of medical teams throughout the ship:: *AXO* Sickbay reporting, several minor injuries, most serious a broken leg.  Our Status is nominal.

Host Skar says:
AXO: I must see the most recent additions to your crew.  Within the past ::appears to do some math in his reptillian skull::  three weeks of your time.

Cns_Fletcher says:
:: finishes the repair to the mates arm with a regenarator::

AXO-Teasley says:
S'kar: Ok. ::pulls up the last 3 weeks of new crew on the ship::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::returns to his station with a sigh of relief::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::looks at AXO, nervous::

TO_LaRann says:
:stands  near the AXO::

Host CSO_T`karn says:
:: breaks attention but is still very  formal:: ACO:  Scanning sir. :: scanns::

Cns_Fletcher says:
:: starts to get worried about Tobias::

Cns_Fletcher says:
:: A nurse comes over and gives him a PADD to sign::

AXO-Teasley says:
::being clam about this::

Host ACO-Gabel says:
::walks types a message into the consul to be displayed on then Tactical monitor it reads: "CTO: be ready with a high level containment field incase we need it"::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::readies a high level containment field::

Civ_Rya says:
::relaxes enough to start to feel more and more curious about Skar and his claims.::

CMO-Engstrom says:
::glances back over at the crewman and proscribes 2 days worth of pain killers just incase, attaching a note in his file for the pharmacy::

AXO-Teasley says:
S'kar: There are 12 new people that have come on this ship in that time frame

Host Skar says:
AXO: assemble these crewpersons in a large but secure area.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::looks at fellow crew members::

AXO-Teasley says:
S'Kar: Stand by. ::turns to the ACO: SIr. S'kar is requesting to have all new personal in the past 3 weeks to be assabled.

CMO-Engstrom says:
::walks over to CNS:: CNS: Well that could have been worse.  Minor injuries only.

Host ACO-Gabel says:
::types again into the science consoul, "CTO: post security in every corridor ... form here to where the AXO choices"::

Civ_Rya says:
~~~~FCO: It'll be okay. ::trying to be reasurring.~~~~

CMO-Engstrom says:
::abandons hope that the AXO will respond to his report, but feels better for having made it::

Host ACO-Gabel says:
:: types: "CTO: to assemble these individuals"::

AXO-Teasley says:
ACO: The mess Hall should be good. Please make sure that it is seal, sir

AXO-Teasley says:
S'kar: Ready to go?

Cns_Fletcher says:
CMO: yes it could've and i'm glad it wasn't::

FCO_Jadahn says:
~~~~CIV: Yeah...let's hope...~~~~

Host ACO-Gabel says:
AXO: I believe that cargo bay 3 would be a better choice ... less personnel to move

AXO-Teasley says:
::loads up the 12 peoples BIO onto a PADD::

AXO-Teasley says:
ACO: Yes sir.

CMO-Engstrom says:
CNS: Thats definately true, gives me some more time to organize... Who were we engaged in a slug fest with anyways?  Since the ground has stopped moving and we are still here im assumeing some sort of agreement will be reached.

AXO-Teasley says:
S'kar: Ready? ::stands up::

Host Skar says:
AXO: Lead on.

AXO-Teasley says:
FCO: Come with us please.

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::orders security personal via consoul to guard all corridors from the bridge to the CB3::

AXO-Teasley says:
::heads out of the bridge down the hall::

Cns_Fletcher says:
CMO: i 'm not sure who we are fighting::

FCO_Jadahn says:
AXO: Aye, sir ::reluctantly gets up to follow AXO::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: After a few minutes, everyone required is assembled in the cargo bay.

CMO-Engstrom says:
::hears the page to proceed to the cargo bay and moves there with all due haste::

AXO-Teasley says:
Computer: Seal Cargo Bay 3

Host ACO-Gabel says:
CTO: get a transporter lock on all Titan personnel in the Cargo bay

TO_LaRann says:
::followed the AXO::

Civ_Rya says:
CSO and ACO: Sirs, would you like me to take over at helm for now?

AXO-Teasley says:
S'kar: Ok, all 12 people

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::sets up transporter lock on all Titan personal in the Cargo Bay::

CMO-Engstrom says:
::walks into the cargobay, just as the doors are emergency sealed:: Self: Definately not a good sign.

Host ACO-Gabel says:
CTO: at the first sigh of trouble beam them out

AXO-Teasley says:
::stands back and watches S'kat carefully::

Host Skar says:
AXO: Now, all I must do is a simple test to reveal the imposter.

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
ACO: UNderstood.

TO_LaRann says:
::stands next to the CB doord::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Looks at CMO::

AXO-Teasley says:
S'kar: Oh, what is that?

CMO-Engstrom says:
::waves somewhat humourously to the FCO::

AXO-Teasley says:
CRew IN CB3:: ATTETION!

CMO-Engstrom says:
::snaps instantly to attention, eyes front, still wondering what on antares is going on ::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::stands at attention::

TO_LaRann says:
::stands at attetion next t o the doors::

AXO-Teasley says:
S'kar: What is your test?

Host Skar says:
::instead of answering the AXO, he holsters his rifle diagonally behind his back and pulls a large, ornate knife from behind his tunic::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::widens eyes::

AXO-Teasley says:
S'kar: Now hold on a second, stabling my crew is not accable

CMO-Engstrom says:
::raises an eyebrow and contemplates the number of years since the academy and what that will have done to his self defence abilities::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::reads another weapon on scanners:: ACO: Uh sir.  He just removed some sort of weapon, perhaps a knife of some sort.

TO_LaRann says:
::pulls a hand phaser from belt. very slowly::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
ACO: It seems to be made of Titanium with gems embedded in the handle.

CMO-Engstrom says:
::wishes he had thought to be carrying a concealed weapon::

Host Skar says:
::turns to AXO:: AXO: Did I say I was going to do that?  ::looks as surprised as a reptile can::

Cns_Fletcher says:
:: helps another crewmate with a few cuts and burns::

AXO-Teasley says:
S'kar: Then what are you going to do with it?

Civ_Rya says:
::continues scans of the cargo bay.::

AXO-Teasley says:
::looks around:: S'kar: Hold it we seem to be one short

TO_LaRann says:
::thumbs the small weapon to stun, behind her back::

Host Skar says:
AXO: A simple scratch along the hand, easily repaired even by your standards.

CMO-Engstrom says:
::wonders if this is some sort of very odd initiation to this ship, also wonders who exactly this reptile person is::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::thinks "this better not hurt"::

AXO-Teasley says:
*CSO*: Report to Carbo Bay 3 immamently

TO_LaRann says:
::keeps her eyes on the alein::

Host CSO_T`karn says:
::follows orders and heads to CB3::

Host Skar says:
AXO: I shall start with these persons.  ::motions to the science personnel with the knife::

AXO-Teasley says:
TO: Let the CSO in when she comes

CMO-Engstrom says:
::fingers itching to have a tricorder... or a compression phaser rifle in his hands::

TO_LaRann says:
AXO: aya sir

Civ_Rya says:
ACO: Would you like me to take over helm until the FCO returns. I can monitor the sensors from there.

AXO-Teasley says:
S'kar: Carefully. I don't want any problems

Host ACO-Gabel says:
CIV: take the helm

TO_LaRann says:
::when she hears the CSO opens the doord::

Civ_Rya says:
ACO: Aye sir. ::moves to helm and sets up sensors to contiue science scans of the cargo bay and alien vessel.::

TO_LaRann says:
CMO: it looks like he is about to cut our people

AXO-Teasley says:
TO: Let the CSO in, please

Host ACO-Gabel says:
CTO: do you still have a lock on the crew in the cargo bay?

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: S'Kar goes to a crewman, raises the knife and grabs the crewmens hand::

Cns_Fletcher says:
:: closes the last cut on his face::

TO_LaRann says:
::opens the doors::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
ACO: Yes sir.  A constant lock.

CMO-Engstrom says:
AXO: As Medical Officer I must protest this testing, it could be done far more.. efficiently and with greater sanitation by myself or the Medical Staff.

AXO-Teasley says:
::watches carefuuly, firs sign of betrail::

AXO-Teasley says:
CMO: I ill be watching Doctor. Not get to hot.

TO_LaRann says:
::stands by with phaser ready::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: S'Kar gouges an inch deep gash all the way across the crewman's palm.

Host ACO-Gabel says:
CNS: Be on stand by

Cns_Fletcher says:
*ACO*: yes sir

TO_LaRann says:
::winces at the cut::

CMO-Engstrom says:
::grabs his medical kits and opens it up, hopeing to get at the crewman before the tendons are severed beyond repair::

AXO-Teasley says:
S'kra: I thought you said a small cut, not an inch deep one

FCO_Jadahn says:
::shocked, becomes nervous::

CMO-Engstrom says:
AXO: This is NOT an acceptable method of identity verification.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: S'Kar quickly goes down the line of personnel ignoring the looks and sounds of anguish he leaves behind.

EO-Vi`chu says:
::sitting in engineering, waiting for something to happen::

AXO-Teasley says:
TO: FIRE

CMO-Engstrom says:
::watches the reptilian go threw the science personel, and breaks the line::

TO_LaRann says:
::approches a little closer the AXO::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: S'Kar comes to FCO Jadahn.

Host ACO-Gabel says:
CTO: open a one-way comm with the Cargo Bay

CMO-Engstrom says:
*Sickbay* Medical Emergency, Cargo Bay 3.  *CTO* Security to Cargo Bay 3.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::steps back::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
ACO: Comm open.  ::pushes buttons::

TO_LaRann says:
::fires the phaser at the aleind::

AXO-Teasley says:
:;runs at the alien::

TO_LaRann says:
::fires again::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::transports the crewmen out of the CB and erects a forcefield::

Cns_Fletcher says:
:: holds back the crew that were on there way::

AXO-Teasley says:
::jumps, kicks him arcoss the face::

CMO-Engstrom says:
::pulls out a hypospray and begins issueing pain medication and basic sutures to stop the blood which is now pooling on the deck from the various crewman's wounds::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: S'Kar acts quickly and, even while the TO shoots him, pulls his rifle and shoots the CMO, then the TO and Grabs the FCO.  His personal shields hold.

Host ACO-Gabel says:
CTO: transport them out

Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>.

